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Sanctuary Church member called True Parents 'UNGODLY ONES', in try to avoid the law of honoring 
mother and father. The discussion was about Hyung Jin yawning carelessly at  the words, "Honor thy 
father and mother". All their arguments were, how they have the right to dishonor parents when they are 
evil. But in fact, all parents in the world are fallen, yet children are to honor their parents. Here however, 
they argue the son to have the right to dishonor the only True Parents. 
 
Father is clear: "Only begotten son.. (cannot) live alone. There has to be an only begotten daughter. The 
.. only begotten son and daughter should marry.. and give birth to children on earth. Only then will the 
tribe begin to expand." CSG p.180 
 
WHAT FATHER SAYS ABOUT MOTHER (1) God’s only begotten son and daughter are the first 
couple in His love.(2) Father, as individual cannot enter Heaven. He needs only begotten daughter.(3) If 
there is no only begotten couple (TP) heaven is vacant(4) If TM didn't fulfill her mission, no clan, no 
lineage, no TC will appear(5) TM is born of pure lineage, Father didn't have to, he inherited Jesus' 
foundation 
 
However, all SC philosophizing in the last several years is to go around, twist the truth and accuse 
Mother, exactly when she uses Father's words. But they cannot run away. Their consciousness knows it is 
wrong. Because of that, their fallen nature constantly has to search for excuses of philosophizing in that 
direction, generating more and more fabrications; Fabrications that can only derive from an evil sick mind 
and heart. 
 
Where all arguments with SC end? 

 
In previous discussions with Sanctuary Church members we had the same polemics about; Is gossiping 
and using fabricated rumors excused? They argued sometimes is OK. No, it's not! 
 
Another discussion was when we have to love and serve. They argued, to resent and not love is OK, when 
the other person is wrong. No, it's not! Father's way is to win the heart of the enemy, not to blame and 
judge, but with love and truth. Sanctuary Church members, however, prefer to avoid the truth, fabricate 
rumors, rely mainly on them, and use them as foundation of more twisted false accusations. 
 
The very fact they do that is enough for me to recognize how low and evil group they are. This is all 
result of trapped emotions. 
 
TRAPPED EMOTIONS 
 
At first it was hidden gossiping, Hyungjin sharing his displeased emotions - like Ham. But once he found 
enough support he felt power to multiply evil openly and viciously, with no remorse, calling TM, "beach 
of beaches... whore, harlot.... lesbian". 
 
Trapped emotions are developed from painful personal experience. It is so strong negative emotion, the 
person cannot overcome in his heart. Even Hyung Jin couldn't! 
 



 

 

The reason for that is the following; Emotions 
are stored in our body as Energy with the 
concrete resonance of the experienced feelings. 
Every time the person is reminded of this past 
situation he connects to the same emotional 
resonance. Since it is so powerful, he is 
overwhelmed and controlled by it, unable to act 
or think otherwise. 
 
The same way Hyung Jin is so obviously 
controlled by trapped emotions (anger, 
resentment, etc.) against FF Leaders. The fact 
that Mother, protects the leaders, made him 
blame her for whatever comes in his mind. For 
example, in one of his videos he was accusing 

Mother as 'Lesbian', because she allowed Muslims in Europe. I didn't see any logic, but that's what 
trapped emotions do; They make you act irrationally. The original mind is totally blocked and the 
negative emotional resonance stored in the body controls the spirit and the heart of the person. Read 
more... 
 
How Trapped Emotions Affect the Brain 

 
Have you experienced Cycling a problem in your head - impossible to get out of it (Creating Internal Hell 
- Neurological Prison)! Once we start cycling in the brain some unresolved problem, neurological 
connections are created. When they become stronger than any other connection, they override all other 
logic. Now all reasoning becomes subjugated by this stronger one. That's the prison of Trapped 
Emotions;That's how Physical Mind (Brain) imprisons the Spirit Mind (Heart) of the person. 
 
You have to realize how far off trapped emotions can lead. Imagine how many excusing rationalizations 
Hyung Jin has been cycling in his head, to shut up his conscience and be able to deny all his previous 
words, that TM is the successor, that TPs are eternal and TC should never deny them. Imagine how weird 
these rationalizations are, to believe that he is not denying TPs, when he is actually doing it.. to believe 
that he loves TF, while he is actually calling his traditions and organizations, "Satanic". 
 
The negative views and thoughts in Hyungjin's head come from evil spirits. Jesus said in a spiritual 
message, that "20-30 thoughts come in our heads each minute, from 20 to 30 spirits, including Satan. 
Unable to separate good and evil, he started gossiping - talking freely his unresolved feeling, just as a 
pastime. He multiplied them in heartistic, intimate sharing, joking and talking openly his fallen nature. 
This became the common base in the Sanctuary Church, as DP calls it, "sharing displeased emotions". 
The hearts of more and more failed members with trapped emotions got also invaded by the same 
negative, destructive emotions. Thus, evil spirits expanded their power and influence. This is the period of 
Divided Kingdom we are experiencing. 
 
 


